ABSTRACT Vector polygon overlay is a complex type of a geo-spatial analysis algorithm used in geographical information system, which requires increasingly higher computational efficiency given the rapid growth of spatial data sets. Parallel computing has provided an effective approach to improve the computational efficiency and expand the processing scales of polygon overlay algorithms. Polygon overlay analysis algorithms that are based on traditional vector polygon clipping algorithms will experience significant efficiency decreases when handling overlap among polygons that have quantities of vertices. The discretization processing method-based rasterization-based polygon clipping algorithm (RaPC) algorithm exhibits higher efficiency for addressing clipping issues among such polygons. In this paper, we designed and implemented two types of parallel polygon overlay analysis algorithms to determine the differences in efficiency between the RaPC algorithm and the Vatti algorithm under the open multi-processing and message passing interface parallel computing environments. The results show that parallel polygon overlay analysis methods based on the RaPC algorithm present advantages for processing overlap among large data sets. The parallel algorithm based on the Vatti algorithm presents higher efficiency when handling overlap among small spatial data sets. The discretization process between two overlapped geometries of the RaPC algorithm provided a potential approach to solve the polygon overlay problem using a fine-grained parallelization method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of sensor and computer technologies in recent decades, smart, dynamic, multiplatform, and high resolution approaches for earth observation have facilitated spatial data collection [1] , [2] . The rapid growth in the scales of spatial data [3] has increased the computational efficiency requirements of traditional geo-spatial analysis algorithms. As a core spatial analysis algorithm, the vector polygon overlay analysis algorithm is characterized by high complexity and computing intensity [4] - [9] . Currently, the implementation of the traditional polygon overlay algorithm is usually based on scanline algorithms and the precise calculation of polygon border intersections [10] - [12] . Such traditional polygon overlay algorithms guarantee the accuracy of overlapping calculation results; however, the algorithms most likely experience significant drops in efficiency when dealing with polygons that have large numbers of vertices [13] , [14] . The computing processes of traditional polygon overlay analysis algorithms are closely coupled with special internal data structures, which leads to difficulties in the parallelization of the overlay analysis algorithms. Therefore, conventional polygon overlay analysis algorithms are confronted with increasing challenges regarding how to expand processing scales of overlay analysis operations, enhance computational efficiency, and improve the utilization of system computing resources.
Compared with vector data, raster data is more suitable for simulation, spatial modeling, multi-scale analysis, and especially overlay analysis in GIS (Geographical Information System) [15] - [18] . Raster data can present detailed geographical features using a fine resolution, and the processing of vector data rasterization is a common approach to extend the range of spatial data sharing [19] . Rasterization is also an effective method to overcome the difficulties of high complexity, inefficiency, and difficulty in implementing the geo-computation algorithms using vector data. The discretization process of the rasterization method is detrimental to the accuracies of area, perimeter, and topology structure of overlapping polygons. The errors generated during rasterization are affected by several factors, such as the grid size, geometry shape, and polygon structures [20] . However, perimeter error or area error are allowed in polygon overlay analysis at a certain degree. The errors can be reduced by using smaller grid cells for discretization [21] . The potential for efficiency to drop when conventional polygon overlay analysis algorithms handle polygons with plentiful vertices makes the computing process rather time consuming. Thus, in many polygon overlay analysis applications, it is not necessary to maintain high area and shape accuracy when addressing polygon overlay analysis problems [14] .
The rasterization method provides a compromise but also offers a potential approach to improve the efficiency of conventional polygon overlay analysis algorithms. We have applied discretization to the processes of vector polygon overlay analyses and have proposed a rasterization-based polygon clipping algorithm named RaPC (Rasterization-based Polygon Clipping algorithm) [22] . We also implemented several serial polygon overlay algorithms, including clip, intersect, symmetric difference, and union based on the RaPC algorithm. On the premise that errors at a certain degree are allowed in the overlapping results, serial overlay algorithms based on the RaPC demonstrate more efficiency when handling clipping issues among polygons with large numbers of vertices. In accordance with a power-law style, the time costs of the RaPC algorithm decrease with the increase of the rasterization grid cell size. Although the RaPC algorithm shows some advantages for handling overlapping problems among polygons with many vertices, the serial polygon overlay analysis algorithms based on the RaPC algorithm still have difficulty dealing with the issue of overlap among large datasets with higher efficiencies. To improve the performances of the serial overlay analysis algorithms based on the RaPC method, in this paper, the OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) and MPI (Message Passing Interface) parallel computing models are used to parallelize the RaPC-based serial overlay analysis algorithms. The result of this consolidation is the ''P-RaPC'', a parallel polygon overlay analysis algorithm framework, is proposed and established in this paper.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. In Section 2, related studies on polygon clipping and parallel polygon overlay analysis algorithms are reviewed. In Section 3, we fully describe the proposed methods for parallel polygon overlay calculation based on rasterization. In Section 4, a series of experiments on real land use polygon datasets demonstrates the advantages and effectiveness of the proposed method. In Section 5, conclusions and directions for future research are discussed.
II. RELATED WORK
Geospatial data processing is confronted with a series of clearly defined computing problems, such as point in polygon detection, segment intersection, generating contours from digital elevation models, and Boolean operations among polygons [4] . Polygon clipping is one of the basic operations for non-topological overlay analysis among vector polygons in GIS. In Computer Graphics, many algorithms were designed and implemented to solve the two-dimensional clipping problem, such as the Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm [23] , the Weiler-Atherton algorithm [24] , the LiangBarsky algorithm [25] , the Vatti algorithm [10] , the GreinerHormann algorithm [11] , the Liu algorithm [12] , and the Martinez algorithm [26] . Non-topological polygon clipping algorithms have been applied in GIS to implement various vector polygon overlay analysis tools.
The Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm implemented polygon clipping by defining the inner area and outer area of the clipping polygon as visible and invisible areas. There are two defects in the Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm: one is that the clipping polygon is restricted to convex polygons, and the other shortcoming is the degradation phenomena when handling clipping of concave subject polygons [10] . Coincidence boundaries are one class of typical degradation phenomena that are always generated because of the algorithm uses a single linked list as its data structure. Geometry degradation has no negative impact on the visualization of polygons. However, redundant segments cause foreseeable problems in spatial analyses and topology maintenance.
The Liang-Barsky algorithm requires that the clip polygon be rectangular; this shape cannot handle clipping among arbitrary polygons. The Weiler-Atherton algorithm overcame the potential boundary degradation problem when handling concave subject polygons by splitting the result polygon into separate geometric parts. This clipping algorithm supports polygons with holes but not with self-intersections, and its tree-like data structure most likely results in its lower efficiency compared to algorithms that use a linear linked list. The polygon clipping algorithm is the basis of nontopological polygon overlay analyses. To our knowledge, only the Vatti algorithm and the Greiner-Hormann algorithm can solve the clipping problem among arbitrary polygons in reasonable time [11] . The RaPC algorithm uses a simple discrete way to implement polygon clipping to overcome the drops in efficiency when dealing with polygons containing several vertices. The basic calculation processes of the RaPC algorithm are the point-in-polygon test and boundary tracing, which are much easier to implement than polygon reconstruction based on segment intersecting calculations. However, the RaPC algorithm inevitably produces area and topology errors because of the discretization calculation processes of vector polygons.
The discretization process method simplifies the calculation of vector polygon clipping; however, it usually encounters efficiency bottlenecks when processing a large dataset. Parallel computing is a mainstream approach to deal with spatial analysis problems with large datasets. Data partitioning and task partitioning are two main stream approaches to implement speeding up of vector polygon overlay algorithms based on various high performance computing platforms [5] . A vector-topology processing high-performance geocomputation framework were designed and implemented within a distributed service environment by Dowers et al. [6] based on many existing and emerging standards and libraries. Linux clusters and MPI parallel programming model were also used to solve polygon-based spatial data overlay computational problems, experimental results provided by Agarwal et al. [8] shown a fifteen times absolute speedup benchmark using 80 CPU cores. On parallelization of serial algorithms, the speedup was closely related with the following aspects: the computing granularity, the task or data partition methods, the load balancing strategies, the job schedule methods, the results reducing algorithms, the processor number, and the scales of datasets [17] . The two types of polygon clipping algorithms, the vector calculation based ones and the rasterization process based ones, are different in that each optimizes certain techniques. The parallelization approaches of the former type of polygon clipping algorithms always based on coarser-grained data partition strategy. Such as parallel overlay implementations at feature level [5] , [13] , [14] or dataset level [7] , [8] . However, the rasterization process based polygon clipping algorithms are more adequate for parallelization at vertex level or grid/pixel level, which means that such algorithms may present higher computational efficiencies under parallel environments with high responsiveness, for example, the multicore and GPU [22] .
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we illustrate the key technologies used for developing the P-RaPC algorithms, including the discretization computing and grids filling processes, the parallelization methods based on different levels of granularities using the OpenMP, and the MPI parallel programming models.
A. THE DISCRETIZATION COMPUTING AND GRIDS FILLING PROCESSES
The logical process of the serial RaPC algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 . The process consists of three critical procedures: vector polygon discretization, grids filling, and result polygon construction. A series of clearly defined data structures and overlay operations is the basis of performing vector polygon discretization computing. Dividing the whole spatial area into individual cells using regular rectangular or square grids is the essence of vector polygon rasterization processing. As shown in Equation 1, we use an integer matrix M to store and represent the divided grids. Each element of the matrix represents an individual grid within the extent parameter; for the overlapping polygons, different element values represent different grid locations. In Equation 1, the extent parameter represents the spatial area that will be divided into grid cells, which is determined by the overlapped polygons and the operation type. The cellsize parameter represents grid resolution, and the size of M (row count and column count) is determined after cellsize and extent parameters are defined. The SUBJ indicates that the grid has fallen into the spatial area of the subject polygon. The subject polygon usually refers to the polygon on which the overlay operation is performed. The CLIP implies that the cells with this value are contained in the clipper polygon. The clipper polygon, also called the operation polygon, is usually used to clip other polygons and loaded as the secondary input geometry after the SUBJ in an overlay operation. The SUBJ_CLIP indicates that these grid cells have fallen into both the spatial areas of the subject polygon and the clipper polygon. The NONE value indicates that these cells are located in both the outsides of the subject polygon and the clipper polygon.
Basic Boolean operations supported by the RaPC algorithm among vector polygons include merge, intersection, and difference; other operations, such as symmetrical difference, update, union, and identity can be implemented through combinations of the three basic operations. Different overlay operations use different spatial extent to initialize the matrix. When performing the intersection operation, the initial extent is the common part of the subject and the clipper polygons. The total spatial extent of the overlapped polygons is VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Situations of point-in polygon detection using the cross-number method: (i) Points in the outside of the polygon P 1 ; (ii) Points in the interior of the polygon P 2 ; (iii) Points on or the ray touches the boundaries of the polygon.
calculated and used in the merge, update, symmetrical difference, and union operations. In other operations, such as the difference and the identity, the extent of subject polygon is used.
After the initialization of the matrix M, the grid cells are filled, and the matrix elements are assigned with one of the four values: NONE, SUBJ, CLIP, or SUBJ_CLIP. Pointin arbitrary polygon detection is implemented based on the cross-number method. The cross-number method involves taking the count of crossing times of polygon boundaries by a ray from the point to a fixed axis direction, such as the X direction. As shown in figure 2, spatial relations between points and polygon are determined by the times of the rays across the polygon. Besides the cross-number method, pointin polygon detection can be implemented using the winning number algorithm [11] .
After the grids filling process, the polygon clipping results can be outputted in two ways: a collection of discrete grid polygons and a single polygon. The total area of all of the discrete grids is equal to the area of the single polygon. The grid filling process can be parallelized based on the OpenMP programming model. The construction of the single polygon result based on the discrete grids can be implemented using the boundary extraction algorithm.
B. THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM DESIGN USING OPENMP
The OpenMP is a multi-core architecture-based parallel programming model that is widely used by many researchers to implement parallel computing on personal computer platforms. The parallelization of serial algorithms based on OpenMP is simple and convenient. Task partition methods, granularity scales, and schedule strategies are the three main factors that can affect the computing efficiencies of parallel algorithms. Large scale vector polygon datasets always contain complex spatial relationships, which can lead to difficulties in parallel task partitions [13] . Another key to attaining good parallel performance is choosing the right granularity for the algorithm. Furthermore, the data partition method can be extremely different when different computing granularities are used. However, the task schedule strategy of the OpenMP model could be implemented and tested relatively easily. According to previous studies, compared with the two factors mentioned above, the task schedule strategy of the OpenMP programming model is simple and causes relatively small differences in the efficiencies of parallel algorithms [28] , [29] . Therefore, in this study, we only focused on studies of the other two issues, the task partition methods and granularity scales, to explore the efficiency variations of the RaPC algorithm.. Two different granularities, including the feature level and the grid level with different data partition methods are selected to design and develop the parallel vector polygon overlay algorithms based on the RaPC method. Only the default task schedule schema was chosen and applied to implement the P-RaPC algorithm in this paper.
At the feature level, we designed and implemented a series of parallel polygon overlay analysis tools based on the RaPC algorithm under the multicore computing environment, including polygon intersection, difference, identity, merge, union, and symmetric difference. The OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) simple feature model provided a straightforward way to implement parallels based on the traversal of input feature sequences. As shown in Figure 3 , under the shared memory environment, features in a feature layer are divided into several groups according to their storage precedence order. Each group is assigned to a new thread and overlapping operations are executed on a specified count of CPU (Central Processing Unit) cores. Usually, the IO process cannot be parallelized on personal computers because of the serial file systems; therefore, features should be pre-loaded into interior memories, or the critical label should be used during the parallelization of for loops.
At the delicate grid level, the most time-consuming process of the RaPC algorithm is point-in polygon detection. In this procedure, vector polygons are divided into small grids, a characteristic point within each grid will be selected and used to determine whether the grid is located inside or outside of the vector polygon. This process is similar to pixel calculation of raster images and is also called grids filling in Figure 1 . The RaPC method's discrete process involving several grids is adequate for fine-grained parallel computing using the OpenMP model. As shown in Figure 4 , the discrete grids can be divided into groups according to row numbers, and the grid groups are assigned to multiple threads to perform parallel point-in-polygon detection calculations.
C. THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM DESIGN USING MPI
MPI is a standardized and portable message-passing system designed by a group of researchers from academia and industry to function on a wide variety of parallel computers. Because of MPI's multi-machine cooperation mechanism, the system is not adequate for the parallelization of finegrained parallel tasks, such as a set of delicate grids of a vector polygon. Coarse-grained parallel tasks always lead to more computing time costs as well as less message passing attempts, which can bring relatively higher speedup to parallel algorithms. In this paper, we designed a series of feature level parallel polygon overlay algorithms based on the MPI programming model. The data division methods shown in Figure 3 and the DWSI method [13] are used to accomplish the parallel task partition processes. The work flow of the MPI-and RaPC method-based parallel polygon overlay algorithms is presented in Figure 5 .
As shown in Figure 5 , polygon features are first loaded into the interior memory of node 1 from shapefile or MySQL database. Node 1 (which is also called ''master node'' in our method) is responsible for spatial index construction, task partition using the DWSI method or feature sequences, computing results collection, and communicating with other nodes. After task division, the master node should notify slave nodes regarding where to read features, how many features should be loaded, and which feature should be loaded to each node. Limited by MPI message size, it is impossible to transmit actual spatial data from the master to slaves; thus, the start/end feature id and spatial extent are used instead. As presented in Figure 6 , we designed two different formats for message packages passing between master and slaves to minimize the quantity of communication data and to improve the parallel computing efficiency. The two message package formats were designed for two different data partition methods. Format a was used for organizing a group of features divided by feature sequence which will be assigned to slave nodes. In this mode, different slaves received messages with same size, polygon data would be loaded from the storage node identified by the connection string. Each slave node would load specified features in accordance with the start feature ID and the end feature ID contained in the message. Features loaded by each slave node were consecutive and adjacent in storage sequence, but might be far apart in space. This format was adequate for several overlay analysis operations without bidirectional spatial sorting, such as the intersection, clipping, and erasing [7] , [13] . Format b was used for extraction spatially adjacent polygons from two overlapped layers. In this mode, different slaves received messages with same size, polygon data would be loaded from the storage node identified by the connection string. Each slave node would load features which were limited within the bounding box defined by the envelop coordinates in the message. The DWSI method could divide the input polygons into different groups according to spatial distribution situations and task balance strategies [13] . This format was suitable for overlapping analysis operations with bidirectional spatial sorting, such as the merge operation and the union operation. Secondly, slave nodes parse task parameters according to messages received from the master node and perform polygon overlay computing in parallel. The RaPC algorithm is executed in three procedures: polygon discretization, grid filling, and result polygon construction. The grid filling process executed in each node can be in series or in parallel based on OpenMP. Thirdly, the master node collects all of the results and writs these results to a file or database. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. EFFICIENCY COMPARE AND ANALYSIS OF SERIAL ALGORITHMS
A large amount of vertices is an important potential bottleneck to traditional polygon clipping algorithms based on vector calculation approaches, such as the Vatti algorithm and the Greiner-Hormann algorithm. As shown in Figure 7 a, the time costs of the polygon intersect tool based on the Vatti algorithm represent a positive quadratic function relation along with the variable of polygon vertex amount. The quadratic relation indicates that the computational complexity of the Vatti clipping algorithm is O(n 2 ), which will lead to significant efficiency drops when dealing with polygons with plentiful vertices. The variable n is the number of vertices within two overlaping polygons. However, vector polygons always contain many vertices in real spatial datasets; for example, the landuse classification products. The computational efficiency of polygon overlay algorithms based on the Vatti algorithm necessarily have the same characteristics. When handling overlay problems among polygons with various amounts of vertices, the performance of the Vatti algorithm is unstable. It is difficult to improve the performance of such vector calculation based algorithms without any modification to the vertex traversing and scan beam processing mechanism.
Serial vector polygon overlay algorithms based on the Vatti algorithm maintain the aforementioned variation regulations. As shown in Figure 7 -b, we implemented a polygon merge algorithm based on the Vatti algorithm; the time costs of polygon merging operation represent similar variation pattern. Although parallel overlay algorithms based on the Vatti algorithm and the OpenMP/MPI programming model improved the computational efficiencies of vector polygon overlapping operations, the quadratic increasing trend of time costs along with polygon amount remains. It is implied that both ordinary optimization methods and parallelization approaches cannot fundamentally improve the performance of vector calculation based polygon clipping algorithms. Therefore, we designed and developed a new polygon clipping algorithm named RaPC to solve the problem. We carried out two series of experiments to compare the efficiency differences between the Vatti polygon clipping algorithm and the RaPC algorithm. The first group of experiments was designed to contrastively analyze the critical performance differences between the two algorithms on processing clipping polygons with various amounts of vertices. The second group of experiments was designed to determine the variation regulations of the computational efficiency of the RaPC algorithm along with the changes in grid size.
According to our experimental results, the computational efficiency of the RaPC algorithm is mainly related to two factors: the vertex ammount within the clipping polygons and the grid size. As presented in Figure 8 -a, along with the increase of vertex amount from 1000 to 30000, the time costs of the serial RaPC algorithm follow linear growth regularity. Under the same contiditons, the efficiencies of the polygon intersect algorithm based on the Vatti algorithm conveys a quadratic increasing trend that is similar to the results shown in Figure 7 -a and Figure 7 -b. The experimental results also indicate that the Vatti algorithm is more efficient when dealing with polygons with fewer vertexes. As shown in Figure 8 -b, regarding polygons with constant vertex amount, the experimental results of time costs presented a dramatic exponential decrease trend along with an increase in grid size. It can also be inferred from Figure 8 -a and Figure 8 b that the computation efficiency of the RaPC algorithm is more sensitive to the grid size than vertex amount. Too small grids may lead to a significant increase in computing time. The entirely different variation characteristics of the Vatti algorithm and the RaPC algorithm provided more flexibility and alternatives when dealing with polygons with various amounts of vertices.
B. ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE RaPC ALGORITHM
The rasterization process of spatial data always yields errors in datasets because of the discrete calculation methodology. The processing procedure of vector polygons used by the RaPC algorithm also leads to similar and inevitable errors. There are three types of conventional errors contained in the clipping results produced by the RaPC algorithm, including the area error, the changes in topological information, and the geometry structure error. The causes of the errors involves several aspects, such as the determine method of the boundary grids, the construction method of the polygon patches, the grid size, and the polygon geometry shapes and structures [20] . To improve the area precision of the conversion from vector to raster datasets, Zhou et al. [27] proposed an equal area conversion (EAC) model based on a grid classification method and a grid area compensation mechanism. Similar error control approaches can be introduced into the calculation procedures of the RaPC method although these methods will lead to a drop in efficiency. The geometric center point of each cell is used as the characteristic point to calculate the inclusion relationships between grids and vector polygons in the RaPC algorithm. In many overlay analysis applications, the accuracy of the area value of the clipping result polygons is more concerned with people than the changes of topological information and geometric mutations. In this research, we performed a detailed analysis to estimate the variation of the area error with other parameters; the changes in topological information and geometry strucrure error will be specifically analyzed and discussed in another paper. To evaluate the area accuracy of the clipping result polygons, a relative area percentage error index is designed and introduced to polygon overlay analysis tools implemented based VOLUME 6, 2018 
As shown in Equation 2, E area is the relative error, A RaPC is the area value calculated by the RaPC algorithm, and A Vatti is the area value calculated by the Vatti algorithm. The E area index can not only reflect the accuracy changes of polygon clipping results, but also the stability of the boundary grid determination method used in the discretization procedure. The statistics of the variation of the E area index were gathered and are presented in Figure 9 .
According to our experimental results, the computational efficiency of the RaPC algorithm is significantly affected by the grid size. As shown in Figure 9 , small grid sizes produced small relative area errors, and the accuracies met obvious decreases when bigger grid sizes were adopted. The positive and negative changes of the E area index adequately illustrated that the center point-based grid determinatation method, which is used in the RaPC algorithm, lacks robustness. The instability of the relative area error is also closely relative with the randomicity of the center point-based boundary grid determination method. There are two approaches that can be adopted by the RaPC algorithm to improve the area accuracy: one is introducing a grid determintation method with higher accuracy and stability, such as the EAC calculating model, and the other is using a smaller grid size. Both the subsidiary calculating procedure or the refined cell size approaches will lead to drops in the RaPC's calculation efficiency. Furturemore, when using small grid size to improve the area accuracy, the identification of appropriate grid size value may require multiple attempts, which will harm the RaPC algorithm's efficiency to some degree.
C. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF THE PARALLEL ALGORITHMS
In this paper, we designed and developed two types of parallel vector polygon overlay analysis algorithms based on the RaPC method under the environments of the OpenMP and MPI parallel programming models. We conducted a series of overlay analysis experiments to explore the efficiency differences between serial and parallel algorithms as well as performance variances between the Vatti algorithm and the RaPC algorithm. The experimental polygon datasets we used in this study are introduced in detail in Table 1 . The T i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) datasets consist of polygons with similar geometries, as shown in Table 1 . Thumbnail (c.) is the full extent of the three datasets, thumbnail (d.) is the detail of polygons, and thumbnail (e.) presents the partial details of datasets T1 and W (i.e., the United Kingdom and Ireland areas).
The dataset C1 is derived from the sample datasets of SuperMap iDesktop 8C, and the dataset C2 is an artificially offsetted version of C1 with the same data quantity. The datasets C1 and C2 use the same local coordinate system and the same unit of length (meters). The global and provincial/state level dataset W is downloaded from the website of the Data Center for Resources and Environmental Sciences of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (RESDC). The datasets T1, T2, and T3 are generated automatically by computer programs. As shown in thumbnail d, each dataset consists of polygons with the same regular square shape and covers the same spatial extent with the dataset W. The geometry of each square polygon is made up of an outer ring and an inner ring, including 10 vertices in total. The datasets W and Ti (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) use the WGS84 geographical coordinate system with the plane coordinate unit of decimal degree.
We conducted a series of polygon overlay analysis experiments using the datasets introduced in Table 1 to compare the efficiency variation between parallel algorithms implemented based on the RaPC algorithm and the Vatti algorithm. According to the methodologies introduced in Section 3 of this report, two types of parallel RaPC algorithms were designed and implemented based on the OpenMP and MPI parallel programming models. Detailed information regarding the experimental platform is listed in Table 2 . Each computing slave host in the cluster has 2 Intel Xeon X5650 CPUs for a total of 24 threads. Six slave nodes could provide up to 144 processes for the performance examination of MPI-based parallel algorithms. In addition, the performance of multicore parallel algorithms based on OpenMP were also tested on one of the computing slave hosts of the cluster.
We selected the intersection tool to estimate efficiency differences between the serial and parallel overlay analysis algorithms based on the two types of vector polygon clipping methods. As shown in Figure 11 -(a) and Figure 11 -(b), the datasets W and Ti (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) were used to perform the experiments. We chose the area of Ceylon island as an example to present the details of polygons before and after intersection operation. The RaPC's rasterization processing approach results in some relative area errors, which are listed in Table 3 when using different grid sizes. According to the statistical results in Table 3 , the area errors of the intersection result polygons remain at relatively low levels.
It can be inferred from Figure 10 that the RaPC algorithmbased overlay analysis tools presented relatively higher efficiencies when processing datasets containing a large number of polygons. The Vatti algorithm-based analysis tools demonstrated advantages when dealing with small datasets. 
FIGURE 10.
Contrastive analysis between the efficiencies of the Vatti and the RaPC methods based on serial/multi-core parallel intersection algorithms (performed on the PC platform listed in Table 2 ).
As shown in Figure 10-(a) , when the grid size equals 5 meters, the time costs of the serial intersection tool based on the Vatti method is only 25.9% of the tool based on the RaPC algorithm. However, the relative speedup of the parallel tools based on the RaPC method is 56.7% higher than parallel analysis tools based on the Vatti method. The RaPC algorithm could lead to more significant acceleration effects than the Vatti vector polygon clipping method.
When dealing with large datasets, the performance of traditional vector polygon clipping algorithms based on FIGURE 11. Geometry details of intersection results generated by RaPC serial and parallel algorithms (W + T3).
FIGURE 12.
Contrastive analysis between the efficiencies of the Vatti and the RaPC methods based on serial/multi-core parallel intersection algorithms (performed on a computing node of the cluster platform listed in Table 2 ).
accruate segment intersection calculation approaches, for example, the Vatti's algorithm, decrese rapidly. When using 0.05-degree-sized grids, along with the increase of clipping polygon amounts from 57,817 (W + T1) to 1,039,384 (W + T3), the time costs of the serial intersection tool based on the Vatti algorithm increased by 12.6 times while there was only 32.8% growth for the serial intersection tool based on the RaPC algorithm. Regarding the multi-core parallel methods, the time costs of the method based on the Vatti algorithm increased by 13.2 times while analysis tool based on the RaPC method met only 44.4% time expenditure increments. When handling the datasets of W and T3, the time costs of serial/parallel analysis tools based on the RaPC method were only 48.1%/47.7% of the serial/parallel tools based on the Vatti algorithm. Compared with the Vatti algorithm, the drops in the RaPC's efficiency is much slower. The computational efficiency of the intersection tool based on the RaPC algorithm is closely related to the grid size. When bigger cells were adopted, the performance improved, and the speedup decreased.
More experiments were carried on to analyze the performances of the parallel intersection tool based on RaPC algorithm on multi-core platform with more available CPU cores. Experimental results presented in Figure 12 reveal that parallel intersection algorithm based on RaPC mehtod showed higher absolute speedup than parallel algorithm based on Vatti method. The former's speedup is about 1.4∼1.5 times that of the latter in average. It can be inferred from the phenomenon that the intensive computational processes of the RaPC method might more suitable for parallelization. The results listed in Figure 12 also reveal that the efficiency of the RaPC mthod based algorithms was directly affected by the grid size adopted in the intersection processes. However, the speedup of the intersection algorithms based on RaPC method was relatively stable when using different grid sizes.
On the cluster platform, we designed and implemented a series of parallel analysis tools based on the MPI programming model. A group of intersection experiments were performed to inspect the performance variation characters of the overlay analysis tools based on the RaPC algorithm. Experimental datasets we used on the cluster platform are also included in Table 1 , and the statistical results of the experiments are presented in Figure 13 .
From Figure 13 , it can be concluded that under the environments of cluster and MPI, the serial and parallel vector polygon intersection analysis methods based on the RaPC algorithm maintained similar performace variation with correspondent tools implemented on multi-core platforms. As shown in Figure 13 , the speedup values recorded on the cluster platform were greater than 3. The growth rate of the serial intersection method's time costs based on the RaPC algorithm was much lower than the serial tool based on the Vatti method; the time consumption of the former was approximately 4.3 times that of the later when using datasets W and T1 (with 0.05-degree-sized grids), and the proportion dropped to about 38.8% when using datasets W and T3 (with 0.05-degree-sized grids). Along with the increase in polygon amounts, the absolute values of intersection operation time consumputions increased in different scales. The time costs of serial and parallel intersection tools based on the Vatti algorithm increased 12.9 and 14.7 times respectively. However, the time consumption increments of serial and parallel methods based on the RaPC algorithm were only 26.4% and 51.1%. We also performed a series of experiments to observe the changes of efficiencies of the two polygon clipping algorithms with more MPI processes. The experimental result are shown in Figure 14 .
It can be inferred from Figure 14 -a and Figure 14 -c that the absolute speedup of the intersection algorithm implemented based on the RaPC method maintained similar performace variation with correspondent tools implemented based on the Vatti algorithm. According to our experimental results shown in Figure 8 , small grid size could lead to dramatic rise of computational time costs (in power-law style). However, the speedup was higher when smaller grid size was adopted in the RaPC algorithm based vector polygon overlay analysis tools. This phenomenon reveals that the computational intensity of the problem to be solved would also affect the parallelization performances of the related algorithms. Compared with polygon intersection tools implemented based on the Vatti algorithm, another interesting phenomenon associated with the RaPC algorithm can be observed from Figure 14 that while small grids led to increases in computational load and time costs, the speedup ratio also rose. Furthermore, while bigger grid sizes led to degradation of the absolute speedup ratio of the RaPC algorithm based intersection tool, the reduction of time costs of the algorithm was more significant. Our VOLUME 6, 2018 experiments show that the RaPC algorithm demonstrated reasonable acceleration performances than the Vatti algorithm when dealing with larger polygon dataset.
The parallel overlay tools implemented on the MPI platform demonstrated better performaces compared with OpenMP-based parallel methods. The performance advantages of the cluster parallel methods also presented a measure of sensitivity to the number of MPI nodes. The fluctuation of acceleration ratios of the parallel analysis tools based on either the RaPC algorithm or the Vatti algorithm on processing larger datasets indicated that both of the two types of polygon clipping algorithms were affected by the nonuniformity of the spatial distribution of polygons. A simple data division method based on feature storage sequences could not consider the inhomogeneity of the spatial distribution of polygons, which led to an apparent long-tail phenomenon and parallel efficiency drops. Furthermore, the experimental results suggested that the parallel speedup values of overlay analysis tools based on the RaPC method remained at similar levels when processing the same datasets using different grid sizes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Traditional polygon clipping algorithms based on segment intersection calculation are usually coupled with complex data structures and complicated calculation workflows. This leads to difficulties in the fine-grained parallelization of the serial algorithms and drops in the efficiency of parallel algorithms.
To improve the performances of the polygon clipping analysis tools for dealing with large datasets, this report developed a rasterization processing approach-based polygon clipping algorithm, named the RaPC algorithm, for the implementation of parallel vector polygon overlay analysis tools based on the multi-core and cluster platforms. Based on the RaPC method, conventional non-topological vector polygon overlay analysis tools, such as the intersection, union, difference, clip, merge, and symmetric difference were designed and developed. The experimental results revealed that the serial RaPC algorithm presented more advantages in addressing overlapping problems among large polygon datasets than the Vatti algorithm did. The linear increasing tendency of the RaPC method's time costs maintained a much lower proportion of performance drops. The RaPC algorithm uses a simple discrete way to implement polygon clipping by providing a potential approach to realize a more fine-grained level of parallelization. A group of parallel overlay analysis tools, called the P-RaPC methods, was developed based on the OpenMP and MPI models. The P-RaPC methods demonstrated reasonable acceleration performances and higher levels of efficiency improvements than the Vatti algorithm-based overlay analysis tools.
The proposed method provides a potential approach to implementing efficient overlay analysis tools for large vector polygon datasets on multiple parallel platforms. However, errors caused by the rasterization processing procedures, including the relative area error, the changes in topological information, and the geometry strucrure error indicated that the P-RaPC methods require further improvement of calculation accuracy. Moreover, the discretization grids used by the RaPC method provided a more fine-grained approach to design parallel analysis tools, especially on the GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) platforms. The large scale parallel processing units of GPU appear to be a valuable and reasonable option to improve the performance of the vector polygon overlay analysis tools based on the RaPC algorithm.
APPENDIX
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript: CPU, Central Processing Unit; RAM, Random Access Memory; HDD, Hard Disk Drive; OS, Operating System; RHEL, Red Hat Enterprise Linux; DDR, Double Data Rate; ECC, Error Correcting Code; RAID, Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks; LAN, Local Area Network; GPU, Graphic Processing Unit.
